Meet The Zwagil’s

Josh and Jenna Zwagil - Home

Josh and Jenna met in the Summer of 2014 just before launching MyDailyChoice. They will say it was love at first sight that drew them together, but their dedication to serving others is what really cemented their relationship. They had a vision and mission to change the world and that’s exactly what they set out to do. Before Josh started MyDailyChoice, he was the number one income earner for another company and grew a team of over 60,000 people around the world with sales reaching $100 Million within 6 years.

In November of 2014, Josh launched MyDailyChoice and Jenna joined as an affiliate. At the time, MyDailyChoice had three nutritional sprays, Peak, Boost and Shield. Jenna was on a mission and had a lot to prove so she dove in, head first, to build momentum the only way she knew how - through Social Media. Jenna created an online presence like no other. With her ability to rally the troops, inspire and motivate, she quickly reached the top of the company until her health began to decline. Jenna was diagnosed with a rare autoimmune disorder. Jenna grew more and more passionate about alternative and holistic health and began to change her lifestyle. Jenna decided to only eat Gluten-Free foods and Josh joined in to support her. Her health began to transform for the better, but something was still missing. Jenna was still getting sick after eating and the doctors informed her it was something she just had to learn to cope with because there was no cure.

In 2016 Josh and Jenna began experimenting with CBD Oil after reading a few articles online about all the many things it helps with. Jenna experienced some relief, but it still wasn’t enough. Josh began searching for the purest form of CBD in an attempt to help Jenna, and found it in a farm in Kentucky. Josh brought samples home for her to try, hopeful it could be the missing piece in her health journey. Jenna agreed to try the oils, also hopeful for results.
Within a few hours of trying the oils Jenna began to feel better. Within a week her health began to restore itself. Within a month, she no longer had any symptoms from what she felt like was a debilitating disorder.

Jenna grew from hopeful to passionately inspired. She even told Josh if he didn’t get this product to the masses, she would- with or without him. It was THAT good. He agreed to take the products to the masses and together they created HempWorx.

HempWorx was launched as a product line inside of MyDailyChoice in May of 2017. Since the introduction of HempWorx, MyDailyChoice has soared to the top as one of the Fastest Growing MLM’s in Network Marketing.

The rest, they say, is history. 😊